[An index of understanding randomised clinical trials in oncology].
The first aim of this study was to build a French validated tool (ICEC-R) assessing the objective comprehension of the modalities and purposes of participating to a randomised clinical trial (phase II or III). The second goal of the study was to compare the scores different groups of participants got at the ICEC-R in accordance with their level of expertness in this domain (physicians vs patients included in a randomised CT vs patients with standard treatment vs uninformed) and to assess whether these scores of objective comprehension were, or not, impacted by the patients' anxiety state or their satisfaction about the care they receive. The sample was composed of 474 participants, namely 73 "target patients" suffering from cancer and participating to a randomised clinical trial, 97 "standard patients" suffering from cancer but who were not included in a clinical trial, 25 "physicians" who include patients in clinical trials, 18 "caregivers" who do not include patients in clinical trials, and 261 "uninformed" (psychology students). "Target" or "standard" patients received a questionnaire composed of the randomised clinical trials comprehension inventory (ICEC-R), a trait-state anxiety scale (STAI-Y), and a scale assessing their satisfaction about the care (SAT). In addition to general information, physicians, caregivers and uninformed only completed the ICEC-R. The analyzes led us to keep a one-dimensional comprehension inventory composed of ten items which are sufficiently discriminant among the patients and for which expert physicians gave consensual answers. Finally, the patients' answers to this questionnaire seem not to be influenced by either their anxiety or their satisfaction about the care. Better evaluations of the knowledge of the patients who participate to randomised clinical trials seem to be a distinct asset to improve these patients' global clinical care.